VIKING BLAST AND WASH SYSTEMS introduces the newest in its line of heavy duty shot blast systems: The SHY 4848 Y-Track Spinner Hanger. The SHY 4848 in this configuration is totally automated upon loading your parts.

Spinner Hangers are very efficient as you can load and unload parts while the blaster is blasting another batch of parts. This unit allows for one touch of the HMI to initiate a full cycle of trolley discharge, trolley entry into the blast unit, door closing and blasting. In the Automatic mode, a light curtain surrounds the loading and unloading area, preventing workers from coming in contact with moving trolleys or parts. Three Viking VK PowerMax blast wheels blast the side, top, and bottom of the parts, giving thorough coverage. The blast chamber is completely lined for heavy duty, multi-shift operations.

Owned and operated in the United States, Viking Blast & Wash Systems manufactures and distributes a full line of industrial cleaning machines including abrasive shot blast machines, parts washers and vibratory deburring equipment.

Viking also offers an extensive line of replacement parts, including replacement parts for their competitors’ equipment. Additionally, the company offers a wide range of premium quality abrasives and cleaning compounds.

Send email to Viking Blast and Wash Systems for further information at sales@vikingcorporation.com or call (316) 634-6699.